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Disabled American Veterans
Chapter 43

MISSION STATEMENT

DAV Chapter 43 is made up of male and female veterans who have become disabled in 
the defense of our Nation. We are a not for profit organization with a common goal, 
helping other veterans, disabled or not, and their families.

Our mission is to operate and maintain our organization so that the services we provide 
free of charge to other veterans will always be available. While our membership works 
countless hours per week in a never ending attempt to achieve this goal, we must rely 
on our community for support and financial assistance to aid us in helping other 
veterans who have made great sacrifices for our country.

Our financial mission is on going due to the high cost of anything that has to do with 
helping others. Even with these high costs and ever increasing inflation, we still remain 
committed to our programs such as fund raisers, visits to community businesses, and 
the endless pursuit of donations to fund our mission. Our members, although disabled, 
selflessly commit themselves to countless hours to work at these tasks. Without our 
community support many veterans would suffer. It is our strict policy that all incomes, 
other than administrative, stay within the CSRA.

Our outreach mission is a constant attempt to locate veterans who may not know about 
us, or who may not be able to get to us, so that we can take ACTION to fill their needs. 
Sometimes just some recognition can make the difference. We never assume that we 
have  reached  everyone  therefore this is a constant effort on our part.

Our pursuits toward Government are focused on the well being of the veteran. We are 
networked with other DAV Chapters and other Veterans’ organizations, so we can 
provide solid representation to every level of Government from Local Government to 
State Government to the White House in an attempt to make certain that any level of 
Government does not forget why a veteran is called a veteran.
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